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Aim of PeArLS (September 2013)  
To get input to a “take home message” :  

Why and how (more of ) LIC  would be a good idea for  
medical education in Tromsø and Northern Norway?  
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Oslo 

Tromsø 

Anchorage  

Northern Norway         

Area                                
113.000 km² - 34 % 

Inhabitants                      
461.400 - 10 % 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First I want to remind us about where we are, at the Pag island in Croatia. Marked on the map with the lower red arrow. The middle arrow points at Oslo, the capital city of Norway, where I finished my medical studies. Most of my medical practice and academic work has been in rural communities of Northern Norway and in Tromsø, marked at the top of the map. I think the photos from the three places shows the natural beauty of both southern, northern and arctic parts of Europe. They also shows architectural wonders: the monumental bridge in Croatia, The Kings Palace in Oslo, and some of you may also be able to identify the Arctic Cathedral in Tromsø.  
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Tromsø Medical School 1973-2013 

Rural & GP teaching achievements  

Curriculum with an innovative year 5 where students are away from  
campus all over Northern Norway 
1. In local general hospitals:  4 months group  based placement  
2. In rural practices: 2 months “LIC”-like placement with one (two) students  adjoined to one 
rural practitioner and her/his patients 
 
1973 – 2013, evidence of success:    
• The students rank the rural practice placement as their best learning period                         
• The students would prefer more and earlier general practice placements 
• In 2006 an external experts group supported the students’ view.  
• Evidence of success from Tromsø has led to GP tutorial periods in the other three medical  
  schools in Norway (Oslo, Bergen & Trondheim).    
• Tromsø has inspired medical schools internationally to develop similar and  
  extended elements of primary care and rural based learning.  

Medical curriculum  
1973 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As indicated, the 5th year with it’s clinical placement in local hospitals and rural practices was the most radical  innovation of Tromsø Medical School in 1973. =>From 1973 to 2012 the most sustainable successes have been:  That the Tromsø students rank the rural practice placement as their best learning period   That the students want more and earlier general practice based training That successful experiences from Tromsø has led to GP tutorial periods in the other three medical schools in Norway And that Tromsø has inspired medical schools internationally to develop similar and extended elements of primary care and rural based learning.  =>   



Outcome of Tromsø Medical School’s  
curriculum revision process 2006-2012   

Values and aims in the original plan still bold and innovative  

Renew and reinforce the main principles in the 1973 plan! 

Medical Curriculum  
University of Tromsø 

Proposal for revision of  
Tromsø medical study 
 
 
 
 
 
August 2011   

Among guiding principles to be implemented  in curriculum revision   

- From «teaching» to «learning» 

- More case based learning sessions in small groups 

- Mentor system: Follow up students in groups and individually 

- Rural practice placement:  To be continued and possibly reinforced 

Medical curriculum  
1973 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, as I am close to finish my story, I think it is time to return to Tromsø and inform you about the outcome of our curriculum revision process, as it has become in 2012.The new curriculum will be implemented on the base of the guiding principles listed here.from teaching to learning more case based learning in small groupsbetter follow up of studentsinter-professional orientationnew community  learning arenasand introduction of longitudinal integrated topics These principles are much in accordance with our original values from 1973. In 2012 these values are adjusted to modern ideas learnt from several medical schools in Australia, North America and Europe,  with Northern Ontario School of Medicine as one outstanding example.   



Tromsø revised curriculum 2012   
Success with Longitudinal Mentor Groups (LMGs)  

In the first year LMG students have received feedback on their video clips, performing a 
variety of roles: as themselves (medical student), as patients, relatives, care-givers etc.  
 
The main tasks have been to learn basic communication skills and to reflect on ethical and 
professional challenges, related to a diversity of relations and perspectives.  
 
The first year LMG experience has been evaluated as exceptionally successful among 
both students and mentors. (Mostly scores 5-6 on a 1-6 VAS scale) 
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How can we fill the gap between the LMG success in year 1,  
and the old “LIC”- like success with GP placement in year 5?  
 
What are your proposals for combining the two successes?   
 
What are the pitfalls?  What are possible factors for success?  



 
 
 

CLIC - Exploring Ideas in Medical Education - Montana, 2013 

Ivar J. Aaraas , Paal André Skjærpe, Anne Herefoss Davidsen 
 
Aim of PeArLS (September 2013)  
To get input to a “take home message” :  

Why and how (more of ) LIC  would be a good idea for  
medical education in Tromsø and Northern Norway? 
 
How should we fill the gap between,    
- the first year successful Longitudinal Mentor Groups (LMGs)  
- and the fifth year successful 2 months rural placement?    

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dear colleagues and friendsFirst I want to thank for the invitation and the honour to speak to you at Euripas 3rd Rural Forum. After some reflection on the topic - “Rural practice as an arena for education of medical students – past and prospects” – I came to the decision that I wanted to address this as a kind of a  narrative.  To be able  to do that, I felt I that had to reformulate the title a little.  Into this => 



Thanks for help!  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The ideal vision described in the previous slide my somehow be compared with a jump up into the air, outside reality. About air flights as shown here, can be said  that it is relatively easy to take off and to be in the air.The problem is to land safely and healthy. In an attempt to do that I put up an extra safety board and say = > Thank you for listening  
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